
Music Video Rubric 
 
OBJECTIVE: Students will create a music video using mathematical terminology learned this year to the rhythm and beat of a 
popular song of their choice. The student must demonstrate their knowledge of the math vocabulary as well as make the song make 
sense. Students must show creativity and energy in the creating of the video project and have a good time!  
GRADING:  
Students will be graded on: (see rubric)  

  The use of mathematical vocabulary throughout the song  

  The creative use of the math and clear understanding of lyrics and flow  

  Set the song to the beat of the song chosen  

  The difficulty of the lyrics and/or amount of vocabulary words chosen.  

  Creativity  
DESCRIPTION: (For more help, see the suggestions below on how to get started)  

  Pick a popular song (rap, country, pop, R&B, oldies etc). Pick one with a beat you can create your own song to  

  Pick math vocabulary words (use the textbook(s). You can even “google” vocabulary and get words from the internet)  

  Write your song while incorporating the vocabulary words into it. Make sure it makes sense.  

  Film your video (you must be in the video - I must be able to see you at all times). Your family and friends may help you 
and may also be in the video (with their permission).  

  There will be absolutely NO profanity (if you think it might be an inappropriate word... it is!), inappropriate material 
(alcohol, tobacco, etc.), or inappropriate innuendos (do not use ANYTHING of sexual nature) of any kind in these videos. If 
any of these items are present, an immediate zero (0) will be given for the entire group and further write-ups will ensue.  

  In the group you have chosen, you must all contribute equally to the project.  
You will all be given the same grade. Choose a responsible group of people you can easily work with and are able to get a 
hold of. If the group falls apart prior to the due date, then you must create your own video before it is due.  

  Use props or costumes to make your music video look more legitimate. Do a few practice runs of your music before your 
group tries to record it. Get organized with your group members early about working on specific parts of the project and 
about possible out of school meetings. Do NOT waste class time or wait until the last minute. Make sure all your math 
information is accurate and makes sense. Most of all, HAVE FUN!!! .  

  When you are finished filming. Proof over your video and edit any parts that need improvement.  Don’t forget the 
SUBTITLES!! 

o Make sure that the camera is stable and not shaky, 

o Make sure that the video is clear and viewers are able to see what is going on in the video,  

o The audio is clear and easy to understand, 

o That everything in the video is appropriate to be in the film  
DUE DATE:  

  Your video must be uploaded before finals and you must email the teacher the link. (robert.yousefian@lausd.net) 

  NO LATE PROJECTS WILL BE ALLOWED! EVEN IF YOU ARE ABSENT  

  All video’s must be digital and uploaded to YouTube or cloud storage.  
SUGGESTIONS:  
Step 1: Identify Your Concept  
What do you want your audience to learn?  
Step 2: Find Your Rhymes  
Write out all the key words related to your concept. For a rap about the order of operations, lists operations in 
order, parenthesis, exponent, multiply, divide, add, and subtract. Then find what rhymes with these words. I recommend going to 
Rhymezone.com and plugging in your word: "Divide" brings up 147 results. Not every word needs to rhyme perfectly.  
Step 3: Craft the Hook  
A catchy hook -- a rhyme repeated at the beginning, middle, and end of the rap, like a refrain -- is essential to a good math rap. It 
quickly explains what the rap is all about.  
Step 4: Back it up with a beat  
No rap is complete without the musical beat behind the words. A Google search for "free rap beats" could provide some leads.  
Step 5: Perform  
You may want to record your voice into a computer and then record your video, where you erase the audio from the video recording. 

Then combine the recording from the computer to the film- so the audio is clear and even and doesn’t have any outside interruptions. 

 

 

 

 

 



   

CATEGORY  16 – 20 points 11 – 15 points 6 – 10 points 0 – 5 Points 

Calculus Concept  

 

 

Calculus concept is 
clearly communicated 
and includes correct 
formula and NOTATION.  

Don’t forget f’ or f’’ 

 

 

Calculus concept is 
clearly communicated 
and includes incorrect 
notation/formulas. 

Calculus concept is 
somewhat 
communicated.  

 

 

 

It was difficult to 
determine the 
mathematical focus. 

 

 

Lyrics /Rhythm The lyrics of the song 
precisely fit with the 
rhythm of the song. 
Subtitles!!! 

 

The lyrics of the song fit 
with the rhythm of the 
song.  

 

Most of the lyrics fit with 
the rhythm of the song.  

 

Some of the lyrics fit 
with the rhythm of the 
song.  

 

Creativity/ 

Audience  

Engagement 

The song lyrics were 
original and showed 
creative effort/Music was 
included/ Pleasing 
sound/ 

All group members were 
engaged 

Lyrics were somewhat 
original but music was 
not included/Sound was 
somewhat pleasing/ 

Group members were 
mostly engaged 

Lyrics were not original 
but credit was given to 
originator/ sound was 
acceptable/ 

Group members were 
somewhat 

Lyrics were not original 
and no credit was 
given/sound below 
acceptable/ 

Group members were  
minimally engaged if at 
all  

Performance  Performance is 
excellent- obviously well 
practiced, professional, 
and with appropriate 
volume  

Performance is great- 
well practiced and 
appropriate volume  

Performance is good but 
more practice was 
needed. Volume was 
acceptable.  

Performance was 
lacking and/or volume 
was inappropriate.  

Language Your preacher, rabbi or 
grandmother could 
listen/watch it. 

G or PG rating 

Subtitles!!! 

NA NA Contains Inappropriate 
language or visuals. 

 

 

 

Special note: Make sure you actually show/express a calculus concept either in your lyrics or visually. It’s easy to just 
throw in math vocabulary that flows well but ends up being just being a music video with math or class references. You 
don’t have to actually solve a problem in your video. Plenty of math and class references are still welcomed. Just make 
sure there is a concrete example or concept presented. 


